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The following is a step by step guide to walk users through making predictions via the elipsa APIs

To get started click on My Models from the top menu to bring you to your list of saved
models.  Only saved models will have access to the Elipsa API
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The My Models page will list your saved models like the image above.  By clicking on the
API icon (in green box above), a popover will appear specifying the details of the API
endpoint for your model.

With the API details, user can make future predictions on streaming data directly from
their 3rd party applications.  Predictions can be made programmatically or directly
through our 3rd party partner systems.
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Every model saved in the elipsa platform is assigned a unique API endpoint to make
future predictions.  

If you are connecting elipsa to one of our partners, please refer to your 3rd party IoT system
regarding steps on how to make an API call.

Simply copy the API URL above into the system that you are using to call the API. In
many instances, this will be the system that stores your IoT data. The Sample JSON
input above shows the format of the data that needs to be sent to your particular
model.  The field names will be the same as those as the columns in the csv file used
when you created your model. 

When a connection to the endpoint above is made with a POST command, utilizing the
input data format specified, the API will return information such as the prediction from
the model and the confidence of this prediction.

These insights can then be saved in your 3rd-party system to trigger alerts, display on
a dashboard, etc, 

Upon clicking the API icon, the following will display:


